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It is shown that a general construction due to Tits of finite generalized 
quadrangles (Cgons) yields the “classical” examples and only these except 
when the characteristic of the underlying field is 2. In that case an affine 
representation of the quadrangles is used to obtain results concerning the 
self-duality and self-polarity of a “nice” class of quadrangles. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 
AJinite generalized quadrangle P4 (a generalized 4-gon in the terminology 
of Feit and Higman [3]) will denote in this paper a set of v = 1 + s + s2 + ss 
point (lines), s an integer not less than 2, with an incidence relation satisfying 
the following 
i) Each point (line) is incident with 1 + s lines (points). 
ii) If x is a point and L is a line not incident with x, then there are a 
unique point x’ and a unique line L’ such that x(x’,,!,‘) is incident with 
L’(L, x’). 
The integer s will be called the order of the generalized quadrangle Ph. 
There are three basic constructions, all using projective geometries over the 
Galois field F = GF(s), which yield P4 of order s. 
Type I. The points of P., are the points of PG(3, s), and the lines of P4 
are the lines of PG(3, S) self-conjugate with respect to a null system. Incidence 
in P4 is that in PG(3, s). 
Type II. The points and lines of P4 are the points and lines of a non- 
degenerate quadric surface in PG(4, s). Incidence in P4 is that of PG(4, s). 
The third type is a special case of a construction due to Tits (c.f. Dembowski 
[2], p. 304). For this construction we define an ovoid in PG(2, s) as a set of 
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1 + s points such that no three are collinear. Through each point x of the 
ovoid is a unique line incident with no other point of the ovoid. This line 
is called the tangent at x. Any other line of PG(2, s) is either a secant, i.e. 
incident with two points of the ovoid, or an exterior line, i.e. incident with 
no point of the ovoid (c.f. Martin [4]). 
7”~ III. Let SL be an ovoid in PG(2, s) and let PG(2, s) be embedded as 
a plane H in PG(3, s) = G. Define points of Pa as (i) the points of G \ H, 
(ii) the planes X of G which meet Q in a unique point (i.e. those which meet H 
in a tangent line), and (iii) one new symbol U. Lines of Pa are (a) the lines of G 
not contained in H and which meet Sz in a (necessarily unique) point, and 
(b) the points of Q. Incidence in P4 is defined as follows: Points of type (i) 
are incident only with lines of type (a); here the incidence is that of G. 
A point X of type (ii) is incident with all lines of type (a) contained in X and 
precisely one line of type (b), namely the one represented by the unique point 
of Q in X. Finally, the unique point U of type (iii) is incident with no line 
of type (a) and all lines of type (b). 
Using Plucker coordinates Benson [l] showed that quadrangles of Type II 
are the duals of those of Type I and that a quadrangle of Type I is self-dual 
if and only ifs is a power of 2. Furthermore, he showed that a quadrangle Pa 
is of Type I if and only if it has Property I stated below, and any two with 
Property I of the same order are isomorphic. A quadrangle Pd is said to have 
Property I if and only if for any three points x, y, a, there is some point w 
collinear with all of x, y, Z. Clearly Property I needs to be checked only for 
triples (x, y, x) of pairwise noncollinear points. 
The object of Section 2 is to show that when s is odd a quadrangle of 
Type III is the dual of one with Property I. In Section 3 an affine representation 
of Pa is given in the case s = 2”. This representation is used in Section 4 to 
exhibit P4 not of types I and II and in Section 5 to exhibit dualities of those P4 
determined by automorphisms of F in a special way, in which case it is also 
shown that Pd is self-polar if and only if e is odd, This generalizes the corre- 
sponding result of Tits [8] for the case the 52 of construction III is a conic. 
AfIine representations of partial quadrangles are considered, and it is shown 
that any such representation patterned closely after Section 3 will never yield 
a P4 of odd order. 
2. THE CASE FOR ODD s 
A well-known theorem of Segre [7] says that when s is odd any ovoid 9 in 
PG(2, s) must be a quadric, and the converse is also well-known. The 
theorem of this section is then slightly more general than indicated above: 
s is allowed to be even. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let 8 be a nondegenerate quadric in PG(2, s) = H embedded 
as a hyperplane in PG(3, s) = G. The corresponding generalized quadrangle P4 
of Type III is isomorphic to one of Type II. 
Proof. If suffices to prove the following: If Li , i = 1,2, 3 are any three 
pairwise nonconcurrent lines of P4, then there is some L concurrent with all 
three Li . 
Let x, y, z be any three points of Q. By choosing coordinates properly 
in G we may assume that x, y, z have nonhomogeneous coordinates as follows: 
~=(1,1,1,0),y=(0,0,1,0),z=(0,1,0,0),and 
H = ((~0 , xl , xz , xg) I x, = 0) 
Q = ((x0 , x1 , x2 , 0) I x0” = 3Y4. 
Since any two lines of P4 of type (b) are concurrent, and since any two lines 
of type (a) which are nonconcurrent span all of G (implying that if L, , L, 
are of type (a), L, of type (b), there is a line L of P4 concurrent with all three, 
L,), it suffices to prove the following: there are not three points %, 7, 2 of 
G \ H such that all three of the following are true. 
1) x5, yy, 2% are pairwise nonconcurrent lines 
2) If w E Sz is diierent from x, y, x, then any line of G through w 
cannot meet all three of XZ, yy, ZK 
3) Let L, (respectively: L, , L,) denote the unique line of G incident 
with x (respectively: y, z) and concurrent with yjj and zz (respectively: xz and 
ZZ, x$ and ~7). Then the plane L, - x$ (respectively: L, - yy, L, - zZ) 
has a point of Q different from x (respectively: y, a). 
-- 
The points x, y, .Z would have unique coordinates of the form: 
R=(Zs,Zr,Z2,1) 
7 =(%*%,a> 1) 
f = (z, ) 51 , .z2 , 1). 
Condition 1) is then precisely the condition that each of the following deter-, 
minants be nonzero: 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
ZO 4 g2 1 
70 71 82 1 
1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
, 4 31 52 1 
$ 21 z2 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
, 
70 71 92 1 
so q 32 1 
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Expanding these determinants yields the inequalities 
To express condition 2) in terms of coordinates we first note that the points 
of Q different from X, y, z are precisely those points of H of the form w = 
(l,c,c-l,O), Ofcfl, CEF. Solving w=d,z+da%+d,y+d,jj for 
di , 1 < i < 4, we find dr = c - (z$ - J$)/(Zs - j+,), da = (5s - j$l. 
Condition 2) is then precisely that the line containing the points w = 
(1, c, c-l, 0) and [c - (%r - p,)/(ZO - &,)]z + (5 - j$)-t1 must not be 
concurrent with the line XX for all c E F, 0 # c # 1. Expanding the appropriate 
determinant we see that the following equality is to have only c = 1 as a 
solution: 
0 = (c-1 - l)[c(z, -j$) + ( ji, - %a - zr + x0)] - (c - l)[Ze - %a - 4 + 501 
Since c = 1 does satisfy this equality and c = 0 is not allowed, we multiply 
by c and divide by c - 1 to obtain the other root 
From considering condition 3) we will see that both the numerator and the 
denominator in this expression for c are nonzero and also that c f 1. This 
will imply that there will always be c E F, 0 # c f 1, for which the above 
identity holds if condition 3) is satisfied. This will show that the lines XZ, 
fi, and 2% are concurrent with some line of P4 of type a) through a (unique) 
w = (1, c, c-l, 0) E Sz, completing the proof. 
We solve z = crx + c,f + csy + cay to obtain cr = c&s - z,,), c, = 
(51 - 71 - ql + ro>-“9 which exist by inequality i). Let T = cp + cp 
One third of condition 3) is that the plane TZZ is to have a point of Q different 
from z, i.e. there are scalars dz , d3 such that T + d,z + d,aE s1. This 
becomes (cr + ca(%a - ~a))~ = (~1 + 4% - %) + d&1 + 4% - G). 
There will be a solution for d, except when c1 + c2(%a - ~~2) = 0. Thus one 
third of Condition 3) is that 
iv) 7s - Z0 + %a - .%a f 0. 
The other two computations are similar and yield the inequalities 
v) 570 - 50 # Zl - 71 
vi) jjO - 2X, - & + ZI + %a f 5$ - 5?a 
Inequalities iv), v), and vi) are exactly those needed to show that c is defined, 
c f 0, and c # 1, respectively, in the preceding paragraph. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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3. AFFINE REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE CASE s EVEN 
Let s = 2e, but otherwise the notation is the same as in the construction 
of P4 of Type III. The lines in H tangent to Q all meet at some point U 
(c.f. Martin [4]), which will play the role of the unique point of type iii) 
of Pa . Let Y be a null system of G such that H = V(U). Then the planes of G 
meeting Q in a unique point are those planes of G meeting H in some line 
through U. If L is a line of H through U, the points of L different from U 
have as polars with respect to v the planes through L different from H. 
Instead of saying that Q n L is a line of P4 , we say that L is the corresponding 
line. This yields the following equivalent construction of Pa of Type III 
when s is even. 
The points of P4 are the points of PG(3,29. The lines of P4 are precisely 
the lines of PG(3,29 which are tangent to Sz. Incidence in P4 is as follows: 
If L is a line of P,, and z is a point of G not in H, then x is incident with L 
if and only if z is on L in G. If L is a line of P4 lying in H, then a point z of G 
is incident with L if and only if z is on L in G. If L is a line of P,, not in H, 
then a point z of H is incident with L if and only if L C v(z). Note that this 
means there will be lines of Pa containing a point w E .Q in G but not in Pa . 
If 0, Y, I are three point of Q, U the nucleus of 52 (the intersection of its 
tangents), then we may assume the coordinates have been chosen so that 
(for the appropriate v) the following relations hold: 
For arbitrary x = (3, , x1 , xa , x3) E G, 
where x 0 y is defined by x o y = x,,ya + xa y,, + xi ys + xs yi . As usual, 
we say x and y are conjugate provided x 0 y = 0. 
Also, U is to have coordinates (0, c, 0, 0), c f 0. Then H = v(u) = 
{y 1 ys = 0}, and in H the points 0, Y, I have nonhomogeneous coordinates 
0 = (1, 0, 0, 0), Y = (0, 0, 0, l), I = (1, 1, 1,O). Then there must be some 
permutation OL of F fixing 0 and 1, and such that OL - 1 is also a permutation 
of the nonzero elements of F, for which the points of Q are precisely the points 
Y and those of H having non-homogeneous coordintes (1, c, P, 0), c E F. 
Conversely, if QI is any additive isomorphism of F such that (y. - 1 permutes 
the nonzero elements of F, Sz = (Y} u ((1, c, ca, 0) 1 c E F} is an ovoid. If 
(Y is an automorphism of F, then OL - 1 is a permutation of F \ {0} if and only 
if 01 has order e, s = 2” (c.f. [2] p. 50). 
We are now ready to describe affine coordinates for P4 . Let w = (1, c, c”, 0) 
be an arbitrary point of in different from Y, and let z = (at,, z1 , za , 1) 
be an arbitrary point of G \ H. Then the line zw of P4 is incident with the 
unique point (1, xg , P, 0) of the line WU which is conjugate to a. By con- 
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sidering which points z’ = (zO’, zl’, za’, 1) are on the line zw, we are led to 
the following: the lines of G not in H through w = (1, c, , c,“, 0) in the 
ordinary sense are determined by pairs c, , c, of elements of F as sets 
[co , c, , c,]’ = ((2, cr + c~, ca + coax, 1) 1 x EF} together with w. Accord- 
ingly, we let [c,,, c,, ca] denote the line [co, c,, ca] = [c,,, c,, ca]’ U ((1, ca, c,,“, 0)) 
of Pa. Similarly, the lines of G not in H through Y are determined by pairs 
c,, , ci , with the corresponding line of Pa being 
h,cJ ={(c~,c~,x,~)IxEF}~{(O,C~,~,~)}. 
The line of Pa through (1, c,, , c, , 0) and U will be denoted by [c,,] and consists 
of the points [c,,] = {( 1, x, c,“, 0) 1 x EF} u {U). The line through Y and U 
will be denoted by [co] and is incident with U and with the points of the form 
(0, x, 1, 0), x EF. Corresponding to the affine notation for lines, we use the 
following notation for points: 
AfKne Ordinary nonhomogeneous 
(“O,“l,X,) +-+ (%,X1,%,1) 
(%,X1) t+ (L%,X,,O) 
(x0) * (0,x,, LO) 
(00) - U. 
Then we review the incidence relation as follows: 
1) The point (x, y, z) is incident with the line [Y, w, w] if and only if 
y = v + ux and z = w + uax. 
2) The point (x, y, z) is incident with the line [x, y]. 
3) The line [u, D, w] is incident with the point (w, ~a) 
4) The point (u, ZJ) is incident with the line [w-‘1 
5) The line [x, y] is incident with the point (x) 
6) The point (x) is incident with the line [co] 
7) The line [u] is incident with the point (co) 
8) The point (co) is incident with the line [co] 
4. P4 NOT OF TYPES I AND II 
Since generalized quadrangles of Types I and II are isomorphic if s = 2*, 
in order to determine whether or not a Pp of Type III corresponding to some 
suitable LY is of Types I and II it is sufficient to determine whether or not P., 
has Property I. The following theorem gives a useful criterion for showing in 
some cases that the P4 associated with suitable a! does not have Property I. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let x, y, z be three points of 9. Let T be a plane of G such 
that n n H is either secant or exterior to lJ. Let P be a point of G in neither 
H nor 7~) and let xP, yP, aP meet r in points A, B, C, respectively. If there 
is a point Q of G in neither H nor ?r such that AQ, BQ, CQ meet H in three 
points of 8, Q # P, then the corresponding P,, does not have Property I. 
Proof. If A, B, C are three points of r perspective with x, y, x through 
some point P, then A, B, C are not collinear as points of G since no line of H 
contains three points of Sa. Furthermore, in case T n His a secant containing 
points eu, , ws of Q, then no two of A, B, C will be collinear with either wr 
or wa . If this is the case, then there are (‘il)(ss - 9) projections of triples 
of points of 9 through points Q of G in neither H nor 71 onto noncollinear 
triples of points of n n H no two being collinear with wr or ws . On the other 
hand, there are &s(s2 - 1)(s2 - 5s + 6) = (‘ir)(s3 - s2) such triples of 
points of rr\H. Thus either each such triple in ?r\H is perpective with a 
unique triple of points of A2 or some such triple of r is not perspective with 
any triple of points of Sz. However, it is clear that if A, B, C are noncollinear 
points of r \ H no two collinear with either wi or w2, then the only points Q 
of P,, which could be collinear in P4 with all three of A, B, C are those such 
that A, B, C are perspective through Q with three point of G. The case for 
n n H an exterior line to J2 is similar, with (“i’)(s” - 9) possible suitable 
perspectivities and that many noncollinear triples of n \ H. 
In order to have a more readily available criterion for determining that 
P4 is not of Type I, we calculate a specific condition which will suffice to 
show the existence of the appropriate Q of the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. If there are elements c, m, q,, , ql , q2 of F satisfying the 
conditions listed below, then P4 is not of Type I. 
i) ~m(l + c + n-l) # 0 
ii) q0 # c-l, 0, (1 + c + r&)-l 
9 h/(qo + CT = q2/k0 + c-9 
iv) klh)” = k2 + 41% 
v) [(ql + d)/(qO + d)la = (q2 + d)/(qo + 4, &me d = [1 + c + +l-1 
Proof. With the same notation as in Section 3, let Y, 0, I be the three 
points of 52 to be projected through P onto the plane rr = V(Z) for some point a 
of G\H. Let P = (O,O,O, 1) an d assume rr n H is the line L meeting OU 
in the point (1, c, 0, 0), c # 0, and meeting YU in some point (0, 1, m, 0), 
m#O.FromP~z#O,wefindz,#O,soputzl = l.Since(l,c,O,O)oa= 
(0, 1, m, 0) 0 2 = 0, we find z2 = c, 2,, = m-l, i.e. 2 = (m-l, 1, c, 1). 
Project 0, Y, I onto n through P getting A = (c-l, 0, 0, l), B = (0,O; tn, l), 
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C = (d, d, d, l), respectively, where d-1 = 1 +c + m-l. (Here 0 f 1 + c+ m-l 
is equivalent to I # rr, which we assume.) Then there will be a Q = (~a, Q, q2, 1) 
with Q .$ m such that projecting A, B, C onto H through Q gives three points 
(not Y) of 9 if and only if p,, , qr , 4s exist with the properties iii), iv), and v). 
We give two examples of fields with elements satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F = GF(23k) w h ere k is odd. Then the automorphism 
OL : x -+ x4 has order 3k so yields an ovoid. F will contains an element 8 such 
that p = 1 + 4. Then we let c = 1, m = f2, q. = 4, q2 = 1, qr = e + f2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Of course we know that when 01 is defined by 01: x + x2, 
then G is a quadric and the corresponding P4 has Property I. However, a 
pointed conic may yield a P4 without Property I. This is an ovoid Sz obtained 
from a conic (quadric) surface by exchanging some point w of the conic 
with its nucleus N so that NE D and w is the nucleus of 9. Consider the case 
where 01 is defined by (Y : x -+ x-l, x f 0, and OL : 0 + 0. Then the ovoid 
52 = {Y} u {(I, c, c-l, 0)) is the pointed conic obtained from the conic 
s1’ = &% , Xl , x2 , WI %I2 = x1x2} by exchanging places with the point 
U = (0, 1, 0,O) E sz’ and its nucleus I = (1, 0, 0,O). In this case let m = 1 
andchoosecEFsuchthatO#cfl,l +c+c2f0,andcsf1 +c+c2. 
This is possible if and only if F has more than 4 elements. Then put 4s = 
c-1(1 + c + 3)1’s, 41 = c-r, q2 = c-2(1 + c). 
It seems probable that for e > 2 there will be many inequivalent P4 of 
given order s = 2”, and it would be interesting to have geometric criteria to 
distinguish the various kinds of P4 . 
5. APPINE COORDINATES IN GENERAL 
Let F = GF(p”) be an arbitrary finite field. Let (Y and /? be permutations ofF 
with 0s = 0. Then we define P to be the system of points and lines with 
arbitrary coordinates from F and incidence defined as follows: 
Type Points Lines 
I (x9 Ys 4 [u, v, WI 
II (% 4 lx, Yl 
III 
IV (t!) ;:I 
1’ The point (x, y, x) is incident with the line [u, v, w] if and only if 
y = v + usx and z = w + uax. 
2’ The point (x, y, z) is incident with the line [x, y] 
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3’ The line [u, ZI, w] is incident with the point (ws, y”) 
4’ The point (u, w) is incident with the line [v-‘1 
5’ The line [x, y] is incident with the point (x) 
6’ The point (x) is incident with the line [co] 
7’ The line [u] is incident with the point (co) 
8’ The point (co) is incident with the line [co] 
It is easy to verify that no two points are incident with two lines in common. 
Since P will be a generalized quadrangle of order s = pe if and only if there 
are no triangles in P, we seek to determine necessary and sufficient additional 
conditions on 01 and ,9 so that P will have no triangles. The various cases 
are labeled with the unordered triples of types of points admissible as vertices 
of the hypothetical triangles. We give the details only for the one case leading 
to conditions on 01 and /3 and for the least trivial of the remaining universally 
impossible cases. 
Case (I, I, I). In this case there is a line [u,, , ~a, wa] and on it two points 
(xi , z+, + uOsxI , w, + u,,axJ, i = 1,2; x1 # xa . On the ith point there is a 
line [ui , ~a + u,%~ - uisxi , w0 + uooLxi - uiaxi], i = 1,2, ur # ua , with 
these two lines meeting in some point 
This implies 
and 
Since u1 f ua , the equations in xa are compatible if and only if 
X2[(U16 - Uz6)(Uo” - U2”) - (up - u,“)(uo@ - uf)] 
= x1[(u16 - uzfJ)(uoa - up) - (q - Uz”)(Uo~ - zq)]. 
The coefficients on x1 and x, are equal, so since x1 + xa the equations are com- 
patible if and only if (ut - u,s)(u,~ - us@) = (ura - xaa)(uos - uas). Thus 
there are no triangles of type (I, I, I) if and only if this last equality has no 
solution with u. , u, , ua distinct. 
Case (1, I, 11). Assume there are distinct points (xi , yi , xi), i = 1,2, 
lying on a line of type I or II and both collinear with some point (u, w) of 
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type II. Then there must be lines [w”-‘, c1 , zF1] joining (u, V) and (xi , yi , z~), 
i = 1,2. cr # cs . This implies yi = ci + ~-‘sx~ and zi = us-’ + wx, . 
If x1 = xa , yr = ya , then zr = zs , a contradiction. Thus the line joining 
(x1 , y1 ,zl) and (xa , yz ,G) must be of type I, say [ul , wl , 4, where 
yi = ‘ur + u,6xi and zi = wr + ur”xi . Thus x1 - xs = w(xr - xa) = 
ul”(xl - xs), implying et = u,=. Also, yr - ys = cr - ca + (~~‘-~)B(xr - x2) = 
u18(xl - xa), implying cr = cs . This contradiction shows there are no 
triangles of type (I, I, II). It is routine to show the impossibility of triangles 
of any of the other types without imposing any more conditions on 01 and p. 
Hence we have the 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 01 and j? be permutations of F = GF( p”) such that OB = 0. 
Then the incidence geometry P de$ned abowe in terms of cx and p is a generalized 
quadrangle if and only if the equality 
(uoa - ?+a) _ (ula - ug) 
(ZQ - uf) - (u16 - ZQ) 
can newer holdfor distinct wakes of I+, , u1 , u2 . 
COROLLARY 5.2. If P is a generalized quadrangle then p = 2. 
Proof. Suppose 01 and @ satisfy the conditions of the theorem so that P is 
a generalized quadrangle. Defining 01’ by 0~’ : x -+ x” - Oa for x E F yields 
a pair (a’, /3) of permutations still satisfying the conditions of the theorem, 
and 0”’ = 0. Hence with no loss in generality we assume 0” = 0. Putting 
ur = 0 we see that ur f us must imply uaa/uss # %a/ure for all nonzero 
us , ur E F. Let E be a generator of the multiplicative group F* of F, Then OL 
and p are given by ei -Z p’, 5’ 3 p”, where i + i’ and i + i” are permuta- 
tions of the integers 1,2,..., pa - 1 such that i -+ i’ - i” (modpl - 1) is also 
apermutationof1,2,...,p”-l.Ifpe--1 =lF*I =2k,then1+2+**.+ 
2k = k(2k + 1) = k(mod 2k). Thus 0 = ClGi9sk (i’ - i”) = Cldidak i s 
k (mod 2k), an impossibility. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If OL and /3 are automorphisms of F = GF(2e) defined by 
OL : x ---t xak and j? : x + x2”’ then the P defined in terms of OL and j? is ageneralized 
quudrangle ifandonly ifgcd(k - m, e) = 1. 
Proof. It is just necessary to determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
onorandfisothatx -+ xa-@ is a permutation of F*. 
The generalization of the theorem of Tits mentioned in the introduction 
covers exactly the P4 of Corollary 5.3 and is given by the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let a and fi be automorphisms of F = GF(2”) defined as in 
Corollary 5.3 and such that (k - m, e) = 1. Let r be the mapping of P., to 
its dual defined in terms of its afine coordinates by: 
Then ?T is a duality. If a is any automorphism of F, then CT indues a collineation 
8, of P4 in an obvious way: each coordinate is replaced by its image under u, and 
(~0) and [co] are fixed. Then 9 = 6,. If there is an automorphism (I of F 
such that a#9 = id, then A0 = 6,~ = y is a polarity of P4 . Thus Pd is always 
self-dual and is self-polar if and only if e is odd. 
Proof. To show that w is a duality it is sufficient to show that r maps 
incident point-line pairs to incident line-point pairs, There are then eight 
cases to consider corresponding to the eight incidence defining statements 
l’,..., 8’. These eight cases are routine and we give only one as an example. 
The incident point-line pair (x, v + usx, w + u”x) - [u, v, w] is mapped 
under 7r to the line-point pair [x, ws + IL%+, era + us”lti] - (es, ws, era). 
These two elements are easily seen to be incident, and the other cases are at 
least as trivial. Thus 7c is a duality, and clearly 8, is collineation. It is easy to 
check that yr2 = S,, . So suppose o is an automorphism such that aj3u2 = id, 
and put y = &3, . Clearly y is a duality of P., such that yr = id. Thus y will 
be a polarity if and only if y satisfies the following: p E 4y if and only if q EPY 
for arbitrary points p, q of P4 . The cases are routine and we give the least 
trivial as an example. (xi , yr , zi) E (x2 , y2 , z2)y = [x2”, zp, ya if and only if 
yr = &?’ + $‘~i and z, = y;“ + xg%i . Similarly, (x2 , y2 , z2) E (x1 , yl , I$’ 
if and only if y2 = zp + z$‘x2 and za = y;” + x~“x2 . Apply au and pu to 
the last two equalities to get the first two. 
Suppose u is defined by u : x -+ x2’, 1 < j 6 e. Then apu2 = id if and 
only if k + m + 2j = 0 (mod e). If e is odd, there is then a unique u satisfying 
$?u2. For e even there is not only no such o, but by Payne [5] any self-polar 
P4 of order s must have 2s a perfect square. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Actually the construction of Theorem 5.1 is less general than it might appear 
in the sense that we could always assume that /I is the identity permutation. 
Specifically, we have the following theorem, in which we could take y = /3-l. 
THEOREM 5.5. Forpermutations a, /3 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1, 
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let P(,, j3) denote the generalized quadrangle defked in terms of them. Then 
for any permutation y of F such that 07 = 0, ya and y/3 satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 5.1 and P(a, /3) is isomorphic to P(yor, y/3). 
Proof. Let v be the mapping from P(a, /?) to P(yol, y/3) defined by: 
(5 Y, 4 -G (x, y, 4 [u, v, w] -2 [ZP, v, w] 
(w, u) --s (w@y@, u) [% Yl -G I.5 Yl 
(4 -L (4 [u] 1T_ [ZP] 
(00) -s (a) [al -G [co1 
It is then easy to check that rr is an incidence preserving map. 
A o1 x ~(4, s, t)-configuration (c.f. Payne & Tinsley [6]) is a configuration 
with vi lines, v2 points, 1 + s points incident with each line, 1 + t lines 
incident with each point, no two points incident with two lines in common, 
no triangles, but with some 4-gon. The affine construction given above can 
be modified to give partial quadrangles or vr x vs(4, s, t)-configurations 
which may perhaps then be extended to quadrangles. 
Let R be a finite commutative ring with unity 1. Let U be the set of 
elements of R which are not zero divisors. Let U* be a set of units of R with 
the property that ul, us E U*, u1 # u2 imply u1 - u2 E U. We define a 
geometry P( U*) as follows: points of P( U*) are the triples (x, y, Z) such that 
X, y, z E R. Lines are the triples [c, y, Z] for which c E U*, y, z E R. The point 
(x, y, Z) is to be incident with the line [c, v, w] if and only if y = cx + v and 
z = c-%c + w. One may check then that P( U*) is a vI x ~(4, s, t)-configura- 
tion with jU*I =t+l, (RI =s+l. If CEU* and -cEU* imply 
c = -c, then the lines [0, y, z] may be adjoined without inducing any triangles 
with 0-l interpreted as 0 in the definition of incidence. If F is a field of 
characteristic 2, U* = F \ {0}, and the lines [0, y, Z] are adjoined to get a 
geometry P’(U*), then P’(U*) is obtained from the P4 of Example 2 in 
Section 4 in the manner described by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (x, L) be an incident point-line pair of a generalized 
quadrangle P4 of order s. Let Pe’ be the configuration obtained from P4 by 
deleting x and all points collinear with x, L and all lines concurrent with L. 
Then P4’ is a v x ~(4, s - 1, s - 1)-configuration with v = Ss. 
The proof is easy. Pi is the analogue of the elliptic semi-plane of type (a) 
in the terminology of Dembowski ([2], p. 316). In fact, if P,, is a generalized 
n-gon (c.f. Feit and Higman [3]) with 1 + s points on a line and 1 + t lines 
through each point, n = 3,4, 6,8, 12, let (x, L) be an incident point-line 
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pair. Then let P,,’ be the configuration obtained from P, by deleting all 
elements (points or lines) g such that A@, g) < 7t - 2 or X&g) < n - 2, 
where A is the distance function of [3]. Then P,’ is a w1 x a,(~, s - 1, t - l)- 
configuration in the notation of [6], for suitable w, , u2 . Except for z = 3 
(c.f. [2], p. 315), no adequate treatment seems to have been given yet 
recovering P, from P,‘. 
In a later paper we will study in detail the collineation groups of those 
generalized quadrangles with an affine representation as introduced in this 
note. 
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